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Taiyuan (38°N)—A Millennium-old City
Outdoor Museum of History

F

080

rom Lisbon, the old aristocrat

Province, has a history of over 4700

shakeable castle.

on the Atlantic coast, all the

years. Built 2500 years ago, Taiyuan

Sitting in the center of the Chinese

way east along the latitude 40°N,

was also known as “Jinyang” and

civilization, and the transition from

passing Athens, the cradle of

“Bingzhou” in the past.

farming civilization to grassland

Western civilization, you will arrive

Jinyang Old Town, located now in

civilization, Jinyang has been the

in Taiyuan, a millennium-old city of

-LQ\XDQ'LVWULFWZDVÀUVWEXLOWLQWKH

capital, or second capital, or political

Oriental civilization.

mid-late Spring and Autumn Period

center of many dynasties. Since its

The same latitude, the same long

(497 B.C.) by Dong Anyu, a famous

establishment, it was once the capital

history, and the same course from

politician and architecture. Walls

of Zhao State (Warring States Period)

prosperity to decline, Lisbon, Athens,

built by stamping earth between

and the Northern Han Dynasty, the

and Taiyuan perform the same

board frames, pillars made of local

second capital of the Northern Qi

melody of destiny.

cooper, keels from local woods,

Dynasty, and the northern capital

Taiyuan, the capital of Shanxi

with mud outside contribute to a

of the Sui Dynasty...During the Tang
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Dynasty in its prime, it was one of the

magnificence of the north and the

Shengshou Temple, Tongzi Temple,

three capitals and the biggest cities

elegance of the south in perfect mix.

Kaihua Temple, and other grottoes

in the world. A series of historic events

Unfortunately, the old city, after

from the Six Dynasties, Sui and

in China has close connection with

operating for 1500 consecutive years,

Tang Dynasties. In the southwest

Jinyang.

was torn down by Zhao Guangyi,

is Ta iyu a n Co u nt y t o w n of the

The architectural composition

the second emperor of the Northern

Ming Dynasty, which maintains the

of Jinyang in the Tang Dynasty

Song Dynasty. After setting the city

features of Ming and Qing county

was very advanced. There were

RQÀUHKHFRQWLQXHGWRFKDQQHO)HQ

system. Inheriting the legacy of

permanent marketplaces in the city,

River to flood it. From then, Jinyang

Jinyang ancient city, the town

and districts inside were divided by

was completed buried underground,

features uniform walls and scores of

high walls. A dense network of rivers

same like that of “Pompeii”.

temples and civil residences.
2

and canals beautifies the city, as

The ancient site, spanning 20 km ,

I n September 2002, the United

well as discharges the sewage and

has three parts: city, tomb, and

Nation Development Program

WUDQVSRUWWKHJRRGV,WÀQGVWKHEHVW

UHOLJLRXVVDFULÀFH 7KHFLW\ ZDV IUHH

(UNDP) recognized the protection,

expression in a poem by Tang poet

of major destruction, and buildings

development, and research

Ouyang Zhan, “From the Fenshang

of all kinds were buried below the

of Jinyang ancient site par t of

Pavillion, Bingzhou spreads in front

surface, thus keeping the past

“21s t Cent ur y Ur b an Planning,

of my eyes. The river divides the city

urban system in the Sui Tang and

Management, and Development”

into two parts. The streets and alleys

the Five Dynasties Period.

aid program. Here will be built into

are bustling with people. But I miss

On the western side of the city are

Jinyang National Archaeological Site

my hometown back in the south.”

remnants of Tianlong Mountain

Park that ranks among the world’s

The amazing Jinyang combined the

Grottoes, Mengshan Giant Buddha,

leading archaeological parks.
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In its long-running history of 2500 years, Taiyuan

explore the hidden specialities such as

has been a city of varying titles: the homeland

mature vinegar or a bowl of hand-pulled

of Yao, famous city in the Warring States Period,

noddles for a bite of Taiyuan and its long

political hub of North Dynasty, northern capital

history.

of the Tang Dynasty, the north gate of Central

Many may remember a city for its

China, one of nine major fortresses in the

buildings, but for Taiyuan, it is its historic

Ming Dynasty, and the cradle of Shanxi

sites.

merchants...“I know not why I cross the
Sangan River again, but as I look back, I feel

Longshan Grottoes

Bingzhou is my hometown.” Yuan Haowen,
a master of ci poem in the Jin Dynasty,

Longshan Grottoes, on the top

composed the masterpiece of all time by

of Longshan Mountain 20 km

the Fen River, “What is love, you ask, that

southwest of Taiyuan, was first cut

makes one says till death do us part.”

out between 1234 and 1239. It

This city of emperor started to flow

is the largest, best

some romantic air. Religious harmony
as evidenced by the co-existence
of Chongshan Temple, Chunyang
Palace, and Confucius Temple says
best of the inclusiveness of this city.
Strolling among the picturesque
views of Taiyuan, you can look up
at the sky-scraping Twin Towers,
or appreciate red maple leaves
in Juewei Mountain, or indulge in
the moonlight in Meng Mountain;
walking into the modernity, roam
on the Longcheng
Avenue for its busy
alleys and streets;
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preserved Taoist grottoes in the

nearly 1000 years, the oldest one in

Village, south of Haozhuang

Yuan Dynasty. A must-not-miss site

China.

Village, is a historical site under

in Longshan Grottoes is the Shrine
of Seven Disciples, also known as

state protection. The colored mural

Yongzuo Temple

the Shrine of Taoism Ancestors.

paintings on the tomb passages
are its highlight. An array of figures

There are all together nine statues,

The temple, also known as Twin

are arranged in harmony in the

with doors decorated by patterns

Pagoda Temple, is an iconic

paintings. The bright-colored

of green dragons, white tigers,

landmark of Taiyuan. Sitting on the

IUHVFRHVRIPDJQLÀFHQWWKHPHLVWKH

red-crowned cranes, and cloud

high Nanshan Hill of Haozhuang

only one kept in integrity among

dragons. It symbolizes the fairyland,

Village about three km southeast of

all late North Dynasty brick-based

as well as the scene of the seven

Taiyuan Downtown, the temple is

wall paintings found Shanxi, Hebei,

disciples preaching Taoism. These

WKHÀUVWWKLQJWRZHOFRPHDOOFRPLQJ

Henan, Shaanxi, and Ningxia. The

Quanzhen Daoism engravings in

WR7DL\XDQ,WZDVÀUVWEXLOWEHWZHHQ

most remarkable part is about

good conditions features practical

1597 and 1602, and the majority

cultural communication between

style and precise tactics. The statues

of existing buildings are of Ming

China and the West. For example,

have simple clothes in plain colors,

style, featuring beamless hall made

a gemstone ring in the tomb is of

reflecting the implicit and restraint

of bricks, a representative Ming

western origin, offering references to

approach of Daoism.

brickwork construction. The brick-

study on ethnic fusion and cultural

carving caisson ceiling in Sansheng

exchange between China and the

Hall is the apex of Ming brick-

West.

Jin Memorial Temple

carving and architecture arts.
It is acknowledge the “Best View
of Shanxi”, and titled “Jiangnan of

Culture of Shanxi Merchants
Chongshan Temple

Shanxi”. Built in 386 to memorize

Shanxi merchants rose to the

Emperor Jin and his mother Yijiang,

The Buddhist temple was built by

stage center in the Ming and Qing

it is the oldest royal garden in

Zhu Gang, the Emperor Jin of the

Dynasties. Mostly from Taiyuan,

China, bringing ancient sacrificial

Ming Dynasty to thank his mother,

these merchants focused on

architectures, gardens, sculptures,

and it, therefore, is also an ancestral

commerce ports to trade with

wall paintings, and tablet inscriptions

shrine. The Great Mercy Hall houses

other provinces or countries. Local

in one. It is home to hundreds of

an eleven-face Avalokitesvara

specialities like salt, iron, wheat,

buildings, over 100 statues, and

statue with thousands of hands

cotton, leather, and woods were

400+ steles from the Song, Yuan,

and eyes, as well as Manjusri statue

transported to the south for silk and

Ming and Qing dynasties, as well as

holding thousands of alms bowls,

tea, which would then be sold to

more than twenty old trees aged

and Samantabhadra of unique

Northeast China, Mongolia, and

over 1,000 years. Shengmu Hall,

styles. Painting recording the

Russia. In the mid-Qing Dynasty,

the main shrine built in the Song

nirmita of Sakyamuni and Sudhana

Shanxi merchants made their way

Dynasty, houses 43 clay statues

paying respect to 53 wise men are

across the rough seas to set draft

of colored drawing, all of which

“hallmark treasure of the temple”.

bank branches in Japan’s Tokyo,

were made in the Song Dynasty,
except for the two small statues
beside the Goddess Statue. The

Osaka, Yokohama, and Kobe,

The Tomb of Xu Xianxiu in the
Northern Qi Dynasty

crouching dragon wood carving
before the hall has a history of

as well as Sinuiju of Korea. This
marked the start of international
fund transfer era for Chinese

The tomb located in Wangjiafeng

banks.
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